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ABSTRACT
Optimising software for efficiency on a parallel hardware platform by analysing the performance of the application is often a complex and time-consuming task. In this paper we present a constraint annotation and aggregation system that allows programmers to annotate code by using a dedicated language for describing functional and extra-functional properties, such as for example algorithmic complexity, scaling factors or the number of required cores. The goal is to derive properties of the entire application that are parametrised over characteristics of the execution platform to assist programmers in better understanding the behaviour of an application and to assist the execution platform in making informed mapping and scheduling decisions.

1. INTRODUCTION
Optimising an implementation for efficiency by analysing the performance of an application is often a complex and time-consuming task. Measuring the total execution time of one program execution typically comes for free, for example, by using the time command that is available on many systems, but it is the understanding of which factors influence this number that requires thought and effort. Only if we understand how individual parts of a program impact the runtime do we have a chance to tune the right parameters of the program and its execution platform to improve the overall system performance. When we are dealing with concurrent software the problem becomes even more complex as it is not just algorithmic and computational aspects of the application but factors such as scheduling and mapping may have considerable influence on performance.

Our intention is to provide a means for increasing the efficiency of computation systems, which in our model consists of both programs and the execution platform. We are primarily motivated by the observation that in many software projects the development cycle follows a program-execute-analyse-optimise pattern. This is not necessarily a one way process that takes place at design time only, but can be used equally well as a continuous process that repeatedly assesses the performance of an application at runtime to re-evaluate previous judgements.

This paper is an account of a work-in-progress project for which we present the concept of the overall system design with a focus on the constraint annotation language that acts as the mediator between compilers, runtime systems and observation systems that need to communicate with each other in order to ultimately form a continuous optimisation loop that spans across the entire runtime of an application and potentially across multiple runs as well.

We start with an overall system that follows a coordination approach in which software components are implemented in a “traditional” programming language and a secondary, dedicated coordination language (S-Net) is used to arrange the individual components into an application [1]. The coordination language S-Net treats the computational software components as encapsulated boxes without access to their internal behaviour. All that is exposed to the coordination language is the input requirement of a box, i.e. what input the box requires to carry out its computation, and a specification of the results that the box is producing once the computation invoked on some input has finished. Taking these input/output characteristics into account, the coordination program defines a data-flow graph, which in turn defines the dependencies for each box. The application is executed as a collection of asynchronous components, i.e. the boxes, that start computing as soon as their input requirement is met. The communication between boxes is taken care of by the coordination layer that connects boxes to each other using FIFO channels. Figure 1 illustrates the system design in the absence of our proposed constraint aggregation facilities. In addition to box language compilers and the compiler for the S-Net program, the runtime system is responsible for providing the communication infrastructure at runtime and for mapping the box tasks onto resources of the execution platform. The execution platform is not physical hardware but an intermediate layer, the virtual hardware platform. The virtual hardware platform implements task scheduling and placement algorithms and is responsible for executing tasks on physical computing resources.

We propose to extend this system by a central property and constraint aggregation infrastructure. The extended de-
Figure 1: System infrastructure for coordinated program execution

System design is shown in Figure 2. Using a generic constraint and property annotation language all components of the system may expose domain-specific properties that are described in a separate passport. The properties described in the passport are centrally collected by an aggregator that uses the information to infer properties of the entire system at multiple levels. This process may infer properties statically, i.e., at compile time, as well as dynamically at runtime. Static inference may be used to implement deeper checks for component interoperability within a coordination program. It may be used to initially provide computing resources and memory requirements. It may also enable cross-component optimisation for cases in which the aggregator has been able to infer properties of data objects that are supplied to boxes.

This occurs, for example, when sizes of data objects such as vectors and arrays can be statically inferred. At runtime, the system forms a continuous loop with the CAL aggregator being the central information hub. The runtime system and the execution platform monitor the runtime behaviour of computational boxes to check and refine previous annotations regarding time complexity and memory requirements. Similarly, it is also possible to observe certain data object properties that were not available before runtime. This information is relayed by the aggregator to compilers that can take these newly available properties into account for a new round of optimisations when recompiling code and producing new or updated CAL passports. After recompilation, updated versions of boxes may be deployed at runtime, after which the described process repeats itself.

Figure 2: System infrastructure with the CAL aggregator as central information hub

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the basic concepts of the annotation language that underlies all information propagation in the system. To make the concepts more concrete, section 3 presents a complete example that illustrates how we suggest our proposed technology to be used. Section 4 very briefly surveys related work and section 5 draws conclusions.

2. CONSTRAINT AGGREGATION LANGUAGE

The Constraint Aggregation Language (CAL) [4, 7] provides an interface between different stages of program analysis for the description of functional and extra-functional program behaviour. CAL by itself is a rather generic description language; it introduces programming-language specific symbols and annotation on various levels of the software stack.

We focus in this paper on the use of CAL to describe the behaviour at the granularity level of functions or methods. In order to be able to infer properties of the overall system behaviour, we need to set the individual passports into context. This is done by establishing data-flow dependencies between functions using the required input and provided output of a function as described by the structural properties of the coordination program. The data-flow graph provides the infrastructure for property propagation between and across the functions that are contained within a system. We assume that any state maintained by a function between multiple invocations is fully identified and visible to the annotation system. This allows us to describe, this carried state as an extra input and output argument to the function and capture it in CAL passports.

To make the CAL concept more tangible, Figure 3 shows the syntax definition for CAL passports. As the syntax definition shows, CAL allows us to write a set of assertions for each function, each of which is guarded by some context condition. For example, the context condition describes the functions input, i.e., the properties of input data objects and system configurations for which the assertions are valid. A property is always represented by a tuple of the form

\( \text{PropName}, \text{val}_0, \ldots, \text{val}_{n-1} \).

The symbolic name of the property is the first element of the tuple. All following elements are values to be associated with the property. Declarations in a CAL passport serve two purposes. On the left side we may “query” the properties associated with a data object and bind its values to variables for later use. On the right side, we may attach properties to data objects, either using static values or by referencing variables that we have bound earlier.

For example, consider the C++ function in Listing 1 which computes a value histogram of an input vector based on some quantization factor \( qf \). As this function allocates a new vector for its output; it is thus desirable to inform the environment about the shape of the result. We can do this using Listing 2. Here, the predicate states that if the environment can inspect the value of the input “qf,” then the predicate holds and the variable \( $\text{sh} \) becomes bound to the value. When the predicate holds, the shape of the output is known (it is a 1D vector) and its size is given by \( $\text{sh} \). Note that the declarations between \( \text{use} \) and \( \text{end} \) are conjunctive.

CAL is in its early development stage, brought forward by recent research. More experience is needed in order to make statements about the annotation overhead, which actually depends on the required level of detail, e.g., performance evaluations. Further, it is also an open question of how much information can be produced automatically by other compilers.
### 3. Example from Top to Bottom

To illustrate the concepts presented so far, we extend the example from Listings 1 and 2 to an image processing pipeline that produces value histograms from a stream of input frames (Figure 4). The pipeline contains two stages: **NR** for "noise reduction," which applies a blur convolution, and **Hist** which computes a value histogram.

#### 3.1 Programmer-specified Passports

The component programmer may specify box passports which provide statements about either the input-output relationship or the expected behavior, or both. For the image processing pipeline above, a first passport for NR may look like Listing 3. In this passport, the input and output are labeled "fi" and "fo," respectively. Within the passport, the statement is predicated on the existence of two terms of the form $(\text{Size}, 0, _)$ and $(\text{Size}, 1, _)$ in the input. Assuming the predicate holds, the predicate also binds the variables $\$n$ and $\$nh$ to the corresponding values in the bound terms. When the predicate holds, the statement applies and defines that the tuples $(\text{Size}, 0, _)$ and $(\text{Size}, 0, _)$ are included in the output.

We made the tuples explicit in this first example to clarify the matching process; however, it is actually simpler to express shape-generic passports using set operators. A common term to express is the relationship which provide statements about either the variables in the input are also found in the output.

The component programmer may specify box passports that produce value histograms from a stream of input frames (Figure 4). The pipeline contains two stages: **NR** for "noise reduction," which applies a blur convolution, and **Hist** which computes a value histogram.

#### Listing 3: Shape passport for box NR, 2D.

```c
box NR : input.(fi) ↦ output.(fo) =
provided
 (Size, 0, \$n) ∈ fi, (Size, 1, \$m) ∈ fi
use
 (Size, 0, \$n) ∈ fo ∧ (Size, 1, \$m) ∈ fo
end;
```

Figure 4: Example image processing pipeline
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\[
\text{Hist} : \text{input} . ( f i , q f ) \mapsto \text{output} . ( f o ) = \\
\{ ( \text{Size} , \ast , \ast ) \in f i \} \cup \{ ( \text{Dim} , \ast ) \in f i \} \\
\in f o ;
\]

Listing 4: Shape passport for box NR, generic.

\[
\text{box NR} : \text{input} . ( f i ) \mapsto \text{output} . ( f o ) = \\
\{ ( \text{Size} , \ast , \ast ) \in f i \} \cup \{ ( \text{Dim} , \ast ) \in f i \} \\
\in f o;
\]

Listing 5: Passport for box NR, with behavior.

nature is extended with a new output set “b” for the properties of expected behavior. The first clause of the statement then defines the alias $\text{shape}$ for the set of all $\text{Dim}$ and $\text{Size}$ terms in “fi.” The second clause uses a special CAL predicate: it binds the variable $\text{size}$ to the arithmetic product of the value of the 2nd tuple position of all $\text{Size}$ tuples in $\text{shape}$, i.e. to the product of array dimensions in the input. Note that tuple positions after the label are numbered from 0. Assuming the predicate holds and binds $\text{size}$ successfully, the statement specifies that the output has the same shape and that the time complexity is linear in $\text{size}$, i.e. the input size.

The passport for Hist is specified in the same fashion in Listing 6, which extends Listing 2. It is also possible to parameterize the expected behavior by run-time parameters. In particular, when the component may exploit available parallelism, the passport can unify with the number of processing units in the execution properties. An example is given in Listing 7. Here, the signature is extended with a new input set “e” for the execution environment properties. The passport then states that either the complexity scales with the available parallelism for input sizes larger than 50, or is linear in the input size if the execution is sequential or for smaller inputs.

3.2 Virtual hardware and operational passports

Virtual hardware is a combination of actor passports with special operational semantics, together with a database of resource passports which describe hardware properties.

All actor passports have the same signature, defined in Listing 8. In addition to this generic form, actor passports are the only passports in CAL with operational semantics.

box Hist : input . ( fi , qf ) \mapsto output . ( fo ) provided \\
let $\text{shape} := \{ ( \text{Size} , \ast , \ast ) \in f i \} \\
\cup \{ ( \text{Dim} , \ast ) \in f i \} \\
(\text{CALReduce} , \times , (\text{Size}) , 1 , \text{size}) \in \text{shape} \\
use (\text{Dim} , 1) \in s h \\
(\text{TimeComplexity} , \text{size}) \in s h \\
end;

Listing 6: Passport for box Hist.

box NR : input . ( fi ) \mapsto output . ( fo ) , expectedbehavior . ( b ) = \\
provided \\
let $\text{shape} := \{ ( \text{Size} , \ast , \ast ) \in f i \} \\
\cup \{ ( \text{Dim} , \ast ) \in f i \} \\
(\text{CALReduce} , \times , (\text{Size}) , 1 , \text{size}) \in \text{shape} \\
use $\text{shape} \subset f o \\
(\text{Sequential}) \in e \implies (\text{TimeComplexity} , \text{size}) \in b \\
\text{end};

Listing 7: Passport for box NR, with parallel behavior.

\[
\forall A \ \text{actor} A : \text{location} . ( p ) , \text{state} . ( s ) , \text{component} . ( c ) , \text{input} . ( r ) \mapsto \text{state} . ( s' ) , \text{observation} . ( m ) , \text{output} . ( r' ) ;
\]

Listing 8: Common actor passport signature.

Every time an passport is evaluated during aggregation, the underlying platform will perform the computation(s) described by the left side of the actor signature. The left side of the signature specifies the location, i.e. where in the system the computation takes place; the carried state from a previous computation, the functional component that defines the input-output relationship, and the concrete input data on which to compute. The right side specifies the result: whether the computation has terminated successfully or has encountered an error. It also binds both the component reference and the concrete time to result.

This passport is sufficient to perform computations, but likely insufficient to analyze components whose behavior is dependent on the input data or the physical resource where the computation takes place. For this, a more suitable passport is given in Listing 10. This passport combines three features. It reports different observation events depending on whether the computation has terminated successfully or has encountered an error. It also binds both the component reference, the input reference, the placement reference and, if successful, the output reference, to the observation, so that the behavior is fully contextualized. Finally, it also reports the specific timestamps where the computation started and finished, instead of the time to result, so as to enable simultaneous comparisons across computations.

Next to actor passports, the virtual hardware also pro-

actor SimpleDo : location . ( p ) , state . ( s ) , component . ( c ) , input . ( r ) \mapsto state . ( s' ) , observation . ( m ) , output . ( r' ) = (\text{Done} , \text{c} , \text{SSTTR}) \in s m ;

Listing 9: Example actor passport.
actor MaybeFail : location.(p), state.(s), component.(c), input.(r) ▷ state.(s'), observation.(m), output.(r') = (Good) ∈ $$$Result
⇒ (Done, $c, $r, $p, $r', $ST0, $ST1) ∈ $m
⇒ (Bad) ∈ $$$Result
⇒ (Failed, $c, $r, $p, $ST0, $ST1) ∈ $m;

Listing 10: Example actor passport with support for failures.

synthesis T : observation.(m), request.(rq) = provided
(Request, $c, $p, $tb, $te) ∈ $rq,
let $s$ :=
{ (LatencyPBPIPL, $ex$, *, $px$, $ST0$, $ST1) ∈ $m
∥ $ex = $e ∧ $px = $p ∧ $ST0 ≥ $tb ∧ $ST0 ≤ $te ),
(CALCCount, (LatencyPBPIPL), $m$) ∈ $s$ }
use
(ThroughputPBPL, $e$, $p$, $tb$, $ste$, $s$) / ($ste - $tb) ) ∈ $m
end;

Listing 13: Example synthesis for per-box, per-location throughput.

{ (Done, (NR), (f0), (W1_0), (t0), 12, 24),
(Done, (NR), (f1), (W1_0), (t1), 25, 39),
(Done, (Hist), (t0), (W2), (h0), 26, 42),
(Done, (Hist), (t1), (W2), (h1), 43, 51), } ⊂ m

Listing 14: Example monitoring data

ter the start time of the entire application. This data also
shows that the NR box has executed on the processing
unit W1_0, whereas Hist has executed on W2. We mask
the frame and histogram data references behind simple identifiers
for clarity: in an actual implementation the events would either
specify direct memory pointers or database identifiers to
the concrete images.

When unifying this data via L, we derive the extension in
Listing 15; with T and a single request to investigate com-
ponent NR over WR0 and a window of 100ms, we derive
the extension in Listing 16. Note how numeric precision is
preserved by the use of rational numbers in expressions.

4. RELATED WORK

Auto-tuning of performance of parallel programs is quite
different to auto-tuning sequentially running code. Research
has been done to translate sequential programs automatically
into parallel programs at the level of language con-
structs such as loops. For example, Williams et al. have
developed a framework to parallelise sequential Fortran 95
code for a few numerical application domains [2].

The most related work is a program specialisation frame-
work developed by Kessler et al. [3]. Their approach is based
on the resource-aware gray-box composition of components
that encapsulate sequential or explicitly parallel code. The
approach extends program code with code annotations rep-
resenting meta-data used to predict the execution time. Dif-
ferent implementation variants come with different perfor-
ance meta-data. A composition tool is used to transform
a set of independent calls into a construct with dynamic dis-
patch to select at runtime the best performing computation
strategy. The choice of the computation strategy is based
on statically computed lookup tables for the schedule.

{ (LatencyPBPIPL, (NR), (f0), (W1_0), 12, 12),
(LatencyPBPIPL, (NR), (f1), (W1_0), 25, 14),
(LatencyPBPIPL, (Hist), (t0), (W2), 26, 16),
(LatencyPBPIPL, (Hist), (t1), (W2), 43, 8), } ⊂ m

Listing 15: Example concrete latency synthesis.
As was mentioned before, this paper describes the current state of an ongoing research project. We are still exploring the set of potentially useful properties on all levels and ways to relate them to each other to provide the most benefits to a user. One important realisation is that it is infeasible to anticipate what users find most useful in a particular (i.e., their own) hardware/software configuration. Hence, we opted to make the observation and synthesis user-definable through CAL so as to empower users to define their own metrics and ways to obtain the most supportive measurements.

The current implementation state of the tools varies. While the S-Net tool chain has been under development for over 5 years and has reached some stability, the observation system and the CAL aggregator are in a prototype stage. Nonetheless, all tools are available for download (open-source) at http://www.project-advance.eu/.
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